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Letter From the Editors
Welcome to the Fall 2021 issue of The Gist!

Fall 2021

Volume XV

We are once again proud to publish a fantastic collection of artwork and writing
created by the talented undergraduates of UVM. The past year has been a time of
uncertainty, fear, and Microsoft Teams meetings, but we think we can finally be
(cautiously) optimistic about a less scary and mask-free future.
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This semester, we have welcomed several new members to our Editorial Board,
and our team is stronger than ever! We are incredibly excited to be getting back
into the swing of things: we are holding meetings in person, getting the Arts and
Writing Council together again, and planning poetry readings, collage nights,
and other events for this semester and next. Even though we are still only able to
see the upper half of each others’ faces, it feels great to be in the same room together as we go about our review process.
In addition, we are thrilled to announce that several pieces from The Gist have
been published in Plain China—a national literary anthology of top-grade undergraduate art and writing. Congratulations to those folks on getting published in a
national journal!
We’re publishing a bit belatedly this semester, but don’t let that fool you—the
work in this issue is just as fantastic as ever. We are so lucky to receive so many
incredible submissions from the creative minds here at UVM. Thank you for
continuing to create and share your work with us—you are helping document the
now and keeping this journal uniquely ours. Enjoy this volume and happy
autumn!
-Alessia and Alicia, Co-Editors in Chief
“Remember, remember, this is now, and now, and now. Live it, feel it, cling to it.
I want to become acutely aware of all I’ve taken for granted.” - Sylvia Plath
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Sophie Aronson

Juan

394 Pearl Street

Water color with digital distortion and editing, digital drawing

My window looks out at someone’s home
and I can see figures in the kitchen at night
They look happy,
smiling and sidestepping
Sometimes I lean out
and feel snowflakes die softly on my skin
Their little deaths make me feel a little more alive
in this queer place of fear and waiting
The pepper scent of hospitals and illness pervades the halls
but I try not to breathe in
Instead I feel the carpet beneath my bare feet
and close my eyes as the hall lights flick on
Once in a while I see someone else
trapped here, waiting, like me
We don’t talk for too long;
in this place we are the monsters
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Abby Hanson

My Grandfather’s Hands

Antonia Nakatsugawa

Small Bouquet
Acrylic paint on canvas

My mother calls, tells me Grandpa left me his Subaru in the will,
And I want to be happy, want to be glad to just have a piece of him, but
For some reason, I can’t stop thinking of his hands—
Hands too shaky to grip the wheel,
Hands playing cards,
Arthritic hands,
Thin hands,
Restless hands,
Hands, defeated, giving up the keys.
It was that same car we kicked up dust in last March—
That journey out west that felt lonely,
Until we knew what lonely really meant.
We convinced him to stop driving then—the dementia was getting too bad—
And lulled him with the open road,
Interstates running like veins,
The sun setting like a closing fist.
I remember his hands at Newspaper Rock,
White-knuckled, gripping the rail
To look down at the petroglyphs below:
Stretched palms, dozens of them, carved from black varnish
Into the rock face over time, a centuries-old “I was here”
Folding in on itself, again and again.
Everything’s all so damn connected.

-8https://scholarworks.uvm.edu/thegist/9
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“I Never Got That Bra Back”
The summer I turned ten, the local theater company was doing a production of Cinderella. My still round belly, chubby cheeks, and buck teeth
made me perfect for the role of Gus.
We spent prime daylight hours in the dim and musty auditorium, but
none of the theater kids seemed to mind. They wore flare jeans and converse
even in the eighty-degree weather.
I let my short bare legs dangle over the edge of the stage and proudly
spilled the contents of my paper bag lunch. The day before, I had begged my
mom to buy me champagne grapes at the grocery store. I leaned back on my
hands and basked in the attention I got at lunch; “Susanna, you’ve got to see
Maddy’s grapes. They’re so cute!” That’s what theater camp was; a competition
for attention.
I was in awe of the older girls. I wondered what it was like to talk and
have everyone listen like Julia. Or to have a singing voice that silenced a whole
middle school auditorium like Grace.
At ten years old, I wanted to be heard, and who was gonna listen to a
little chubby girl in a mouse costume?
All the older girls decided to pick younger ones to mentor. They called
themselves our “biggest fans.” Bridget was my “biggest fan” and I was her biggest fan without quotation marks. Truth is, I would have accepted any of the
older girls as my mentor. But Bridget had picked me, and that meant something. I stood behind her while we ran a dance number and followed her every
move.
That night, I tried to remember precisely what Bridget had worn to
rehearsal so I could set out a matching outfit. 2010 was the year of layered tank
tops; the more straps the better! I rummaged my drawers for one green and one
white. “But Bridget had three straps…” I thought to myself. I peered down at
my chest. There was one big difference that went along with Bridget and my
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Madeleine S. Holden
difference in age, and I didn’t have them.
At the bottom of my drawer, buried beneath my clothes, I found the
training bras my mom had bought me much to my mortification.
The next day, I strolled in serving my layered tank top look. I felt great,
until about half an hour in when I went to the bathroom to take off the training bra because it was digging into my stomach pudge. I stuffed it in my pocket
and rejoined the dance number.
The older girls had retired their spot on the couch backstage to eat
lunch with their “biggest fans” that day. I was listening to Bridget and the other
girls talk, hanging on to their every word when I heard the director’s booming
voice in the background. She was standing center stage, the light illuminating
her raised hand; “Excuse me! Is this anyone’s?”
The audience burst into a fit of giggles. The director held up a small,
light pink training bra with Paul Frank’s Julius the Monkey printed all over it.
I felt my empty pocket and swallowed hard. Bridget and the other girls were
whispering to each other. My cheeks betrayed me like they always do, the red
hot blush spreading like wildfire until it engulfed my entire face.
I had asked for attention, but now it was the last thing I wanted.
I never got that bra back.
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Kyle Challancin

Gracie Clement

Feminine in Green

Acrylic paint and pen on white cardboard

Entouré de montagnes
From my window, the rise of the mountain fills up the view,
Thrust up from the earth, that colossal summit grew,
And it is the Earth itself, that unfathomably large sphere,
Spinning, endlessly, in the void that evokes such fear.
And I, a single grain in the sands, a small stone in a field,
It calls to me a thundering command, one I cannot yield,
The mountain asks something of me, demanding it now,
And I, one leaf amongst the trees, answer its call with a bow.
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Julia Beth Lewis

To Put It Plainly

3-IN-ONE
Digital self-portrait

I am, to put it plainly, an exceedingly embarrassing human being. As
in, if there is one thing I excel at, it is embarrassing myself. I’m amazing at it.
The best. It’s practically a special skill at this point. I should put it on job applications.
Everyone has embarrassing moments; I know that. The odd stomach
gurgle in a quiet room, calling someone by the wrong name, going in for a high
five as the other person offers a handshake - that sort of thing.
Small potatoes is what that stuff is. Teeny tiny tater tots compared to
me. I don’t just have embarrassing moments; I lead an embarrassing life. I’m in
the big leagues. Scoot over.
I don’t just fall down - I fall down flights of stairs. Or up flights of
stairs, which sounds implausible, but I make it work. I once fell three times in
a row while walking up a single set of stairs. There were people behind me too.
The third time I fell, I landed on my knees and just stayed there, defeated. My
head fell forward as I motioned for everyone to go around me like I was an old
car that had broken down on a busy freeway.
It’s always been that way. Even when I was little, I never failed to go
above and beyond in the mortification department. My very first embarrassing
memory is from when I was five: I was in kindergarten at a school picnic when
I stood up, walked across the park to throw something away, then sat back
down and realized there had been an ice cream sandwich wrapper stuck to my
butt. Things snowballed from there. Avalanched is more like it.
In the second grade I peed my pants during a game of Red Light,
Green Light because just when I was about to run to the bathroom, red light
was called and I genuinely thought I wasn’t allowed to move, even if it was an
emergency. The green light didn’t come fast enough so I just stood there and
peed my pants on the playground (which we could spin as being a testament to
my level of commitment but now’s probably not the time).
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It was around this time too when I developed the bad habit of constantly forgetting to lock the bathroom door, and got walked in on a lot. Like a
lot. Little Julia never got used to being interrupted while carrying out her very
serious bathroom business. It happened so often and every time it did, she’d be
surprised - like she didn’t ALWAYS FORGET THE LOCK.
Things kept getting worse as I got older. Especially when it came to
boys I had crushes on. “Boys I’ve Had Crushes On” is actually an official file
in my mental embarrassment archive. It’s a pretty hefty file. Admittedly not
as hefty as “Weak Bladder Moments”, and thankfully slighter than “Times I
Accidentally Called My Teacher Mom”.
The embarrassing memories in my files are lined up alphabetically (because I’m an academic), so if you flip to the front of the “Boys I’ve Had Crushes
On” folder, you’ll find Aaron - a boy I was in love with from ages 3-6 whose
bed I wet during a sleepover. Coincidentally this memory can be found in
both “Boys I’ve Had Crushes On” and “Weak Bladder Moments”. If you flip
to the back of the “Boys I’ve Had Crushes On” file, you’ll find Zach. Zach and
I shared a lane at swim practice in middle school and once when we were practicing backstroke, I slapped him in the crotch as we crossed paths. Just fully
slapped him in the crotch. Direct hit to the family jewels. Neither of us were
ever the same after that one.
Sometimes I wonder if I’m cursed. That’s one of the few explanations
I circle back to every time I try to get to the bottom of why I’m like this - why
I was able to walk down the hall of my freshman dorm, pass a group of boys
along the way, and not notice the giant period stain on the back of my pajamas
until after I’d closed the door to my room. The stain was huge. The boys definitely saw. It’s a curse for sure.
One of my ancestors must have royally pissed off some powerful witch
who then retaliated by cursing our family for generations. And I bet it can only
be broken by true love’s kiss or some other baloney, which based off of my historic luck with boys I’ve had crushes on, is inconvenient to say the least.
Maybe it’s just karma. I probably committed war crimes in a past life. Gnarly
ones. And now I’m being punished. Yeah. Yeah, that sounds likely - I fought
for the confederation and now a group of boys from my freshman dorm all go

to therapy every week because they can’t erase the image of my blood-soaked
pajama bottoms from their minds.
Maybe this has all been a test and I’ll be rewarded later in life? I guess
I could consider all of this to be worth it if I end up marrying (then promptly
divorcing) one of Jeff Bezos’ sons, sans prenup. Or maybe none of this is real
and I’ve been living in a Truman Show situation the whole time. If so, I mean
- cut the damn cameras.
Or maybe, and this is my least favorite out of all the explanations I’ve
come up with - maybe this is just my lot in life. The role I’m meant to play. The
hand I was dealt, so to speak. And I can concede that there are far worse hands
I could have been dealt. I know that. But at the same time… you should have
seen Zach’s face when I slapped him in the crotch.
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Nick H. Wendell

Ivana Djiya

Mimi

Metropolis 2001
Acrylic and oil on paper

Film photograph
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Matt Hagberg

Cherry Juice
The Infinite suggests
floating down The River
in triptych:
ghost, flesh, and Kingdom,
never passing one before the other.
Cherry juice dripping past the jowls,
past the sternum, until the whole nakedness
is stained ruby.
This is how to live: imbibed,
well-rested, rolling in the lusciousness
hidden behind a quilt of grass.
Reach in any direction and find
a body. Taste them.
The natural place for a nipple
is the mouth. Fingertips – tongue,
full palm – ass cheek.
There is no end.
There are always
new pits in new burrows.
Always cherries that need plucking,
hanging softly between twigs,
the most fragile of all fruit.
Never forget:
there is merely creation,
harmonious amalgamations
of blood and sport.
Find the nearest piece of meat,
rip into it, then tenderly
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suckle, letting the viscera
hang in-between your teeth
like music.
Daggers find their way through
hands and heads simply because
they can. Roots crawl through
skulls simply because they must.
Delight is only understood
when it can be displayed
in a vase.
The only thing preventing
Armageddon
is birdsong.
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Dalí Handsome Squiddy
Oil on canvas
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Ivana Djiya

Kate

Film photograph
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Bears On Campus

Seth Wade

These days may seem dark, but they will only get brighter if we continue
working together, because only together will we rise above the colony of bears
who now occupy most of Chittenden county.

excerpt from Little Dark Age
To: Wellness Environment
Fr: Dr. Mumbo, Emergency Services
Re: Bears On Campus
This is to inform our community that roving packs of rabid bears have been
sighted on campus grounds. Stay in your room, close the blinds, and refer to
our emergency guidelines at uvm.edu/bear-invasion.
Additionally, we’ve received far more health and safety violations than usual.
It is during challenging times such as these that it is important to remain
mindful of how our actions may impact others.

Please help your community stay safe: only travel as absolutely necessary and
always congregate in V-formation, the most effective formation to quickly
counter surprise bear attacks.
Sincerely,
Dr. Mumbo
To: Wellness Environment
Fr: Dr. Mumbo, Emergency Services
Re: Bears On Campus

Sincerely,
Dr. Mumbo

Due to unexpected complications during last night’s bear purge, several students were mistakenly tranquilized and returned to the woods.

To: Wellness Environment
Fr: Dr. Mumbo, Emergency Services

Please remember to wear bright and colorful clothing when travelling across
campus to help our game warden better distinguish bear and non-bear targets. It is important to have patience for one another as we each do our best
in coping with the unprecedented challenges we face.

Re: Bears On Campus
It has come to our attention that a significant portion of the student body has
been mauled by a bear or knows someone who has.

Sincerely,
Dr. Mumbo

It has also come to our attention that a majority of students have not been
fully complying with anti-bear-mauling protocols.
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Gideon Parker

Ghosts are Dancing in the Fireplace

a dissection
Acrylic on canvas

Two bodies swaddled snugly
In the arms
Of the single being they’ve become:
Tangle of t-shirts and underwear,
Not a care
But for that most immediate one: Ghosts are dancing in the fireplace.
One moment combusts into another.
A puff of smoke, and everything
Is gone,
Replaced by the next version of everything.
Something else demands attention, or
Will, in a moment,
But for now please please
Please please please
Please please
Please
Stay here
With me a moment more,
Eyes watering in the moonlight
Pouring in through the window.
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Mia Gershon

Believing

Still Life

Pointillism using micron pens

Oil on Canvas, 20” X 16”
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Alex Both
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Steely-Eyed Athena
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Sophie Aronson

Penelope

Watercolor with digital distortion and editing, digital drawing

They told me I was Aphrodite,
that soft pink god—
what a joke
I am cut of steelier cloth
rough hewn, dark,
yet the world says I’m weak,
so I’ve played the role of the angel, dampening
my brilliance and beguiling demons—
Enough! I am tired of falsities.
But, when I finally let go of my composure,
letting the world see my impurities, my genius
all they can say is, “you aren’t how
we expected you to be.”
The performance has ended, I am unveiled
don’t you see I am exactly
what I am supposed to be
but they have already turned their heads
and just like always, steely-eyed
Athena, goddess of wisdom,
is once again thrown to the street.
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See Something, Say Something
excerpt from Little Dark Age
So this twink in green tights swoops through your window, drugs
you, then whisks you away to an island with gnashing crocodiles and famished cannibals and some madman with a rusty hook for a hand—that’s not
the story you’re used to, but it’s the story Peter’s heard many times before.
When he was four, Momma sat at the end of his bed with a book and a bottle
of Moscato. She never opened the book she brought. When she finished
telling one story, she poured another glass and began another similar to but
quite unlike other stories, because those other stories weren’t real at all. Red
Riding Hood never made it to her grandmother’s house (woodsman, axe)
and Snow White never left her cottage (seven dwarves, chloroform). Harry
Potter became an accountant. Peter listened in awe, gaping at how the world
was full of danger and growing scarier with each passing day. When Momma
mounted bars on his windows, he was relieved. No Neverland for him.
><><><><
Peter was twelve when his grandmother died. He and Momma had
stopped by the ocean after attending her funeral in Maine. At the beach,
Peter fell in love.
Salty, reeking wafts of sea. Scattered relics sloshed to shore: shells,
crab legs, gossamer splats of seaweed. The sound of waves as they crashed
and frothed. Clouds plum-blue as the sun slung behind that seam between
sea and sky. Peter felt the ocean pulse with life, with death; not for the first
time did he sense Neverland vast and waiting, but for the first time he found
himself aching to just dive in. When his toes skimmed an incoming wave of
seafoam, he blushed.

Seth Wade

It’s full of shit, Momma suddenly announced. She took his hand and
led him back to their bench. Fish poop, people poop. There’s trash everywhere.
And then there’s sharks and jellyfish and undertow—
What’s undertow?
See the waves? How they go in and out? Peter nodded. Undertow is that
going in part. And if you get near it in the water, you’ll get sucked beneath the
waves and drown. She snapped her fingers. Just like that.
How do people stay away from it?
They don’t.
But look—Peter pointed out to the horizon—that guy’s surfing but not
getting sucked under, so he must know where the undertow is, so he can avoid it,
right?
Momma shook her head. He’s taking a risk. You can’t be safe out there,
no matter what you do.
But what if I just—
You? Momma was taken aback. You’re not getting in that cesspool.
He opened his mouth, but nothing came out.
I can’t handle this right now.
Peter moved his jaw around, straining to speak. His heart was racing.
She put her hand to head, trembling. Not so soon after the services. I
just couldn’t take it if something went wrong—you’d catch Ebola, I’d have a heart
attack. It’s just not worth it. You don’t wanna be going to Momma’s funeral next,
do you?
He shook his head.
There was a small silence, then Momma rifled through her large canvas bag. Sand is way cooler, you know. You can make a castle. Here, I’ll show you.
She handed him a small bucket and shovel, and Peter held them tight.
Later that night, they shared a bed at some cheap motel. It was storming. Peter was fuming. He promised himself, then and there, that he would
sneak out. He would be like other boys. Bad boys. Lost boys. He could just
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slip away, go wild. Their motel wasn’t that far from the beach. What if he ran
in the rain? What if he ran through the waves? Thunder would groan overhead as he dove into the sea—bacteria be damned, sharks be damned, Momma be damned. In angst and longing he convinced himself that if it meant
tasting Neverland, to feel what he felt when he grazed seafoam earlier, then
he’d gladly risk the undertow whisking him away.
Then with a flash of lightening, he saw everything: the motel’s
bruised-banana walls, their wooden nightstand, Momma sleeping aside him,
turned away—an eye nesting in her hair. A large eye, veined and gooey and
lidless, glaring at him from the back of her head, threads of her hair stuck
across the sclera. Thunder boomed; he couldn’t move. He was angry, afraid,
powerless. A machine with scrambled blueprints, screws not loose but missing. He felt broken, sunken, and he no matter how much he told himself to
yell, he couldn’t.
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Mia Gershon

Roaming Through The Desert
Colored pencil on paper
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Teresa Helms

Noah Zhou

Sputnik Moment

Moving

Acrylic on canvas with found objects, 45 x 45 in.

I’m supposed to memorize twenty-one common trees
for my ecology class
and I noticed that Tulip Poplar
is not on the list.
I’m wondering what else is different.
Are there Shagbark Hickories
and dying Ash trees?
Do wineberries tempt little ones
when no one is looking?
Do you complain about the slick roads
and potholes
and poor city planning
and complain when you pay your municipal tax?
What do you do when it gets cold?
Do you insist on packing up the tent
That smells like dried leaves
And almost regret it when you can’t feel your fingers?
Do you freeze to watch your friends play soccer?
Do you walk through ladybug swarms
When the ground thaws?
My house smells like ladybugs
in the springtime.
My grandmother’s attracts stinkbugs.
and I do my best to squash spotted lanternflies
especially if I see them on a Tulip Poplar.
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Danielle Weinberg

Mia Gershon

Glare

Parents

Acrylic on paper

Mixed Media: Colored pencil on a board, charred corkboard, and hay
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Danielle Weinberg

Unsure
I’ve been sitting here for a while, on the border between introverted and extroverted.
Loving people and loving my time without them.
Hating the feeling of loneliness but hating the feeling of claustrophobia that people can bring.
Wanting to people watch and be the one to make the takeout order call and talk to sales clerks,
and keep my headphones on and take the least traveled route
and hope that I can somehow approach invisibility if
I propel my body at just the right angle and just the right speed.
And if I can be the extrovert that
dives into deep conversations with subway strangers,
how can I then shrink so tiny, so completely small,
when the situation to talk becomes an opportunity to create an actual bond?
My endless, bountiful confidence will begin to eat itself,
enjoying the taste, until
by the time I decide I really would like to ask that guy for his number
I’m fostering a full-blown cannibalistic reverse-ego that tries to pull my tongue down to my toes.
And I can’t speak.
So, if I may ask,
what the Hell is up with that?
I can’t answer this for myself,
yet I try to over and over and over again.
Maybe it’s just a fun tug-of-war for that tiny cannibalistic demon down in the pits of my stomach,
where he has an intricate pulley system,
yanking one side to push me out into the world then sprinting to the other and yanking me back.
For his sake,
I hope that’s delightful fun.
I hope at least one of us enjoys this, truly.
And most of all,
I do hope there is something like that going on for me to blame all this on,
instead of my own control.
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Regardless,
life goes on and I continue to exist,
teetering on the fence between wildly different personas and
hoping for gravity to shift so I fall into the open fields of one specific disposition.
Perched up here,
I have my arms spread,
palms up waiting to catch a moment.
An alone moment.
You see,
that moment can be yours.
Yours to fill, with or without others, and guide you to other moments call it live retrospection.
Maybe that’s why I tend to be intuitive.
Or, maybe it’s because I’m a Pisces.
Or
Maybe since my father is an extrovert
And my mother is an introvert
They made some strange biological cocktail and
God’s bartender shook it all over the damn place and poured it down to Earth and
Voila.
Me.
Instantly straddling that strange border
ready for a lifetime of being unsure.
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Kayla Gray

Chills/Feeling Blue

Digital photography

Happy (daydreaming)

Savanah Tebeau-Sherry

Acrylic on gessoed paper
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Stephanie Brooks

Danielle Weinberg

Strength

The Rain is Descending (Yes, You Lose Your Footing)

Charcoal on paper and collage

The winds
carry away
your nightmares.
You sit up,
with the waters
of your fears
still traced upon
your face.
Your bed
is so small
your blankets
are tangled
with the devil
under you,
yet still so big
and cold that
your flesh is rising
and the waters
are freezing,
then melting
to mingle with
sweat,
then falling,
falling,
free falling.
Your chest stops
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rising and crashing
like the earth during
a quake, instead tumbling
to the steady beat of
rain on your window pane.
Bending over the
cliff of mattress,
you grab the blankets
‘cause in a quake,
we all need to hold
something.
Then,
your walls collapse
as you lose your
footing, and all
you know is that
it’s raining.
The rain is
descending into
your bedroom.
And from dawn
till dusk,
the rain just keeps
on falling.
Falling,
falling,
always falling
when the ground shakes,
and yes,
you lose your footing.
Published by UVM ScholarWorks, 2021
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La Forge

Digital illustration
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Noah Zhou

Sinophobia

Acrylic on canvas with found objects, 36 x 60 in.
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Savanah Tebeau-Sherry

I need curtains (and serotonin)
Acrylic on canvas
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Cole Fekert

February, 2030

Savanah Tebeau-Sherry

Am I?

Digital illustration

Pencil
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Teresa Helms

Kayla Gray

Waiting Afloat

(lent)

Digital photography

March 10th
I was taught to enjoy
the world
as proof of God.
I am learning to enjoy
the world
just because
the world.
March 28th
A rainy Palm Sunday.
I didn’t go to church
or wake up to watch a livestream
because I was up late messing around
on Tinder,
but I can hear the song in my mind,
a chorus of specific voices,
and I can smell the palm leaves,
feel the stickiness
from when I inevitably fidget
and break them.
Two years with no leaves.
A year full of leaving.
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April 4th
This morning I woke up in the dark
and watched the sun
rise over the Green Mountains,
which I haven’t done before.
which,
based on previous experiences which
I have not enjoyed enough
to make me seek out sunrises,
I was not expecting to be moved by,
and despite this was invigorating
and has helped me feel productive,
though it is probably not healthy
to assess my response
to morning light according
to my perceived contributions to
capitalism today.
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Noah Zhou

Enemies of the State

Acrylic on canvas with found objects, 65 x 65 in.
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Burning Bridges
excerpt from Little Dark Age
Each met the other during summer orientation, at the end of a long and wasted
day of RA training. They were tired and bored, and they had long forgotten each
other’s names, pronouns, and what vegetable they’d prefer to ride into battle. Then
Rikki their supervisor clicked play, BURNING BRIDGES began, and for the first
time Peter, Ash, and Vy would notice each other.
Every RA at UVM endured this half-hour documentary produced by the
International Institute for Restorative Practice. It reports on a restorative justice
conference held after six college boys burned down a covered bridge in Pennsylvania.
Glum cellos softly whine as headlines dash over footage of firefighters
ousting flames. In the conference circle, white middle-class boomers struggle to
process the unfathomable horror that is the loss of one of their thirteen wooden
covered bridges. The boys cry and apologize for their sins, mourn their stained and
empty futures. Later, a woman is interviewed, showing the camera crew a painting
of what the bridge used to look like.
People would camp by the bridge, fish by the bridge, she explains. All the
time people see this painting and say to me that surely it’s fantasy, that it’s just too
beautiful to be real.
The painting depicted a bridge.
But I tell them no, trust me, it might seem too wonderful to be true, but
it’s all real—she stops suddenly, puts her fingertips to her mouth, a bridge-sized
hole aching from her heart. Well, I suppose the painting’s depiction really is just
fantasy, now.
Everyone hated the video.
Vy was drained. After the circle, the boys were sentenced to eighteen days
in prison. She didn’t really want them in prison, but the sentencing was groan
inducing. How lenient would all those aggrieved boomers have been if they were
encircling six Black boys instead? Such titanic mercy was found in all of us, yet so
seldom spent. The video seemed shot in another universe. Only white folks could
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Seth Wade

turn the loss of a pretty bridge into a once-in-a-lifetime event of incalculable devastation.
Peter was unnerved. He believed even a single day in an American prison
was too long, because prisons were not just prison. American prisons meant poor
nutrition and hard labor, sexual assault and solitary confinement. Dehumanization as rehabilitation. Plus the soulless gaze of those boys, and the self-righteous
manner of community members advising the boys on how best to atone. It was
nauseating.
Meanwhile, Ash struggled to contain himself. While watching, he had to
cover his mouth. His eyes watered, his cheeks blushed—it was all too much. Some
spoiled old lady bawling about the loss of a bridge, the loss her precious SmallTown Feel. Some other doofus whimpering about how the loss of that bridge
meant the loss of the community’s soul. To Ash, it was hilarious: what assholes,
they had no idea what real loss was like. Then the video ended with some shitty
painting of the bridge that was no more. Some girl on guitar played a bittersweet
song as the screen faded to black.
Peter and Vy didn’t notice Ash as he dashed out the meeting. He lost
it, bursting into hysterical laughter right as he entered the bathroom. When he
returned, he was still dabbing his eyes when Rikki welcomed him back inside,
smiling, so touched by his ability to empathize.
Group discussion began. An RA spoke up. Turns out, he was born and
raised in Bucks Country, in the exact same town from the video. Everyone was
shocked—what were the chances?—and Rikki encouraged him to speak more on
the matter.
I mean, we have bridges like that all over the place, he said. I kinda get it.
There’s nothing much else to do there. He chuckled once and then looked around
awkwardly.
Of the handful who released muffled laughter, it was Peter, Ash, and Vy
who laughed the loudest. They glanced at one another, saw the cracks in each
other’s masks—unity and relief threading through them, for each was no longer
alone. Then their smiles flattened out, as everyone’s attention returned to their
supervisor.
Rikki frowned. This was not the affirmation they were hoping to hear.
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Perfectionism, Anxiety, Freedom Triptych
Paintings
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Antonio Pugliese

“Dancing King”
The kick and snare trade punches in my chest.
I hate it, but I can’t stop bobbing my head. “Dancing Queen” by
ABBA. How did it sneak in? Probably from the soundtrack of one of those
Netflix shows. By now I know the ending before I start the pilot. They either
fall in love or fall in love.
God, I hate this song. I try telling ABBA that I’m 20, not 17. I’m a
grown man! Can’t you see this peach fuzz mustache? Can’t you see this happy
trail? I’ve been trying to earn my adulthood recently, talking to my parents
about really serious things like Marxism, capitalism, and free speech. I have
something to say about all of them, but I know I’m posing. I’m playing the
game of “adulting,” like when my sister used to play “house.” She was a fascist
fake mother. She always wanted me to eat those fake eggs.
“I’ve come a long way,” I tell myself. I have an old red truck, with just
enough rust to convey humility. I like driving with one hand, hanging my
fingers over the steering wheel. At stop signs, I wave the other cars through,
granting them the permission they didn’t need. When they do the same, I raise
my hand in appreciation. Not excessively, though. Mature people hold back.
Mature people have seen enough welcoming hands and flashing lights to know
the difference between goodwill and custom. Sometimes I’ll get a nod from an
old guy in a similarly old truck. Damn that feels good—acceptance from the
“alpha” adults. If I work hard enough, I can become one of them. Learn their
gestures and regrow their callouses.
But for now, my hands are soft, and my baby face sticks to my pillow.
I smell like a quarantine casserole. I roll over and Scrappy—the stuffed dog
—falls to the floor. Scrappy hasn’t aged well. When I won him at the fair ten
years ago, he looked “scrappy,” but not this “scrappy.” I push my blanket to
the side. There goes my sun-shaped pillow with hands. Whoever made it didn’t
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even have the decency to give it a face. And I didn’t have the decency to give it
a name, to turn “it” into a “he,” “she,” or “they.”
I stand up too quickly, almost passing out as the blood drains from
my bedhead. Deep breath. I’m surrounded by relics of my past: the spiderman
figurine I taught karate, the bean bag chair I put too many “beans” in, the nerf
gun I raised hell with. I’m stuck here. This place I thought I had left for good.
Just two weeks ago, I was on a plane with a bunch of British people. The flight
attendant kept asking me “you all right?” so I thought something was wrong.
This was before I learned “you all right?” is British for “hello.”
No, I wasn’t all right.
I was in a middle seat, touching butts with a guy that looked like Mitch
McConnell and a woman who didn’t like shoes (or socks). A toddler was winning against the back of my seat in a kick-boxing match. My bladder was about
to blow because Senator McConnell was sleeping. The pretzels were stale.
“You all right?”
“Yeah.”
Then I was in an airport in New York. “Move along, boss,” said the
TSA agent. But I knew I wasn’t the boss. The real boss was Sharon, the woman
in the blue uniform with the blue gloves. She told me to pick up the pace—I
couldn’t pick up the pace. I was moving at my maximum pace, actually, with
30 pounds on one shoulder and 20 on the other. Both duffle bags, filled with
wrinkled clothes and dirty linens, were butchering my collar bones. I wanted
to kill them, those duffle bags, even though they weighed nothing without my
wrinkled clothes, dirty linens.
Before getting on the plane to Burlington, I thought about my Nonna.
Nonna lives in New York, in an exotic wonderland called Staten Island. She
lives in a little apartment connected to the house where my aunt, uncle, and
cousins live. I called her the other day. I asked how things were, if she was staying inside. She told me she was shrinking, that the floor was closing in on her.
She said, “My bones, you know, they no good!” Each year it gets harder for her
to find the words. Sometimes she’ll talk to me in Barese, a southern-Italian dialect that sounds like a mix of Arabic, Chinese, and a pot being thrown across
the room. I never learned it, so I end up saying “yeah” and “I know” a lot. I
asked her again if she is staying inside. “Of course!”

But it bothers me knowing she isn’t safe from the air. It bothers me that
I can only see half of my dad’s face when I land, not knowing if he is smiling,
if he is happy to see me. It bothers me that I’m in this town, this house, this
room.
My foot taps to the beat. The pulsating tune gyrates from ear to ear. I
keep scrolling, clicking on endless headlines, posts, and forums. I never liked
talking through pixels, but my options are limited. The music is getting louder
now. It haunts me and I’m scared it will never end. I wish I was out there. I
wish I was running late, checking my watch and cursing at the car in front of
me. I wish I was walking across the street in a crowd of people who don’t know
me, and I don’t know them either. I’m stuck in this place. I’m stuck in this
song. I’m trapped in this moment.
All this time passes, but I don’t get any older.
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Mary Jane’s Ammo Box
Digital illustration
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Alicia Tebeau-Sherry

You’ve Done It Too
Ruby lips—
more like
salted peaches
from too much
sun and ocean.
She presses them
against the seamisted bathroom
mirror—kisses
for practice.
Ruby lips—
more like
dead fish.
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Conrad Sacher

Cole Fekert

Newspaper Illustration Advertisement

Daily Bar Fights

Digital illustration

It looks like I’d been in a bar fight.
I stare at the sidewalk beneath each step;
faded grey splashed with crimson rain
from clenched fists applying pressure
to peeled skin. Bandaged fingertips
that could never play guitar
haven’t made a meal in four days.
Involuntary all-nighters result
in faux shiners, accompanied by fantasies
of outlining in chalk whoever designed
the dimensions of the sidewalk –
exactly two steps wide; too focused
on my stride to talk. Each cement square
is a change in elevation and angle,
suppliers of scuffed kicks and rolled ankles,
forcing a jagged gait measured
through short, even breaths.
Head low, hat lower,
one foot in front of the other.
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The Dismissal of Teacher In-Service Days
and Its Effect on Getting to Maine in Autumn
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Charli D’Amelio Fan Art

Alex Both

Oil on Canvas, 16” X 20”

Dedicated to my father
I see you in the woods
like the white-petalled deer you’re
tracking. I see you stepping like
lady-slipper-tips. I see dancing in
your face from that deer-eyed smile.
You’re beady—like dew from powder
melting on oaks’ fallen lashes or
wisps of glittering breath. I see
a heart beating like a deer’s in a
scope. I see hills of brown, turned
hills of white, turned hills of red
and I see your boot print like a deer
print pressed into pillowed mud.
I wish I was there to follow it though.
You taught me how to autumns ago and now
I worry about you though, while you think
of your dad—your best friend—when you’re
in the woods and I want to love the silence,
like you in camouflage—a silent mind, in
which memory leads you to the same
scouting rock, annually.
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Stephanie Brooks

Stupid Shakespeare
Then, it comes to me,
BOOM!
like a bolt o’ lightnin’
cause I just know
this guy’s popular.
So I says:

I’m standin’ there,
alone on the curb,
a loser with his mama’s bad cut
and his bro’s stained jeans.
Then this girl appears,
swingin’ her hips
as natural as rain
f
a
l
l
s.

“You’re hot like summer.”
She opens her mouth,
like a flower blossomin’ and –
She laughs,
then leaves.
Stupid Shakespeare.

I step up,
kickin’ offa that dirty curb,
jerkin’ round my hands,
tryin’ to look good.
She turns,
and I know I gotta say somethin’
anythin’ or
she’s gonna leave
and it ain’t nothin’ to
just see a girl.
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Savanah Tebeau-Sherry

A Not So Scary Ghost Story
Micron pen, Photoshop
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The City’s Song

Molly Swiencki

Noah’s favorite story she had ever heard was from a man who was
smoking on the pier.
Her fathers always warned her about talking to strangers, but never
about listening to them. He had beckoned her over, blowing smoke in her direction and telling her how much he liked that she wasn’t afraid to cut her hair
short, even if she was a girl. That was nearly enough for her to leave (she hadn’t
washed her hair in over three days and it was greasy, the bangs sticking to one
another), but then he asked her if she knew about the little people who lived in
electronics.
Of course, Noah had known nothing of such a thing so he told her:
each piece of technology had a little person controlling it from the inside.
Whether it was a television, computer, or tablet, the little person would listen to all of the user’s commands. That wasn’t the only thing—they would
also listen to them while the user was minding their own business. They were
friends, he had said, little friends to watch over them all. Noah had begun to
lose interest at that point, looking out at the murky ocean that seemed to know
no bottom, and playing with the hem of her shirt. Even if her fathers laughed
at her when she asked about the little person in the family computer, Noah
remembered to say hello. They would always be listening.
Noah always had her routine. For as long as she could remember, she
conducted her life in the same series of steps. Collect glass. Collect stories. Find
a spot away from the crowded streets. Sort the glass. Record the stories. Visit
the recycling center that stood several blocks away from her house. See what
pocket change she managed to earn. Slip it in her parents’ change jar when she
returned home.
She had always been perceptive, too perceptive in most cases. Teachers
in the rundown schoolhouse scolded her for asking too many questions, never
letting the unknowns sit still. It wasn’t like Noah could sit still in class, herself,

even at eleven years old the hard seat made her want to abandon the lesson all
together. The men in the alleyways cursed at her for looking too long. The city
itself seemed to punish her for spending too much time walking its every street,
the sounds penetrating the walls and never letting her sleep. Her fathers told
her not to worry about it, that it was the just natural sounds of the city, but it
always grated on her brain and danced circles in her mind.
“Noah, darling, how are you today?”
“Very good, Miss Mae.” Noah smiled, shifting the bag that was balanced on her shoulder. The woman on the corner of her street had sold bread
since Noah was just a baby. It was never any good and it was terribly overpriced, but her fathers always bought from her. It was better to chew on the
stale bread than visit the big market that was sterile and harsh on the eyes. “Do
you have any day-old loaves?”
“Of course, sweetie.” Miss Mae fumbled around in her cart, the plastic
rings on her ancient hands catching the light, the metallic paint chipping off.
“I saw a cat in the alleyway before.”
“A cat?” Noah asked. The bag of glass was weighing heavily on her
shoulders, but she bounced onto the balls of her feet as Miss Mae slowly
wrapped a loaf of bread, anticipating the moment she could flee. Noah got
closer, the glass chipping together within the sack and whispered, “You found
one?”
“A small, scrawny, black cat,” Miss Mae promised. Her eyes were old
and watery, her wrinkles nearly hiding behind them. “I think she’s a mama.
She’s probably waiting for a familiar.” The last line was punctuated by a wink, a
homage to the cartoons Noah talked about watching. The cold loaf was placed
in her hands. “Tell your fathers to visit next time, sweetheart.”
“I will,” Noah said, drawing out the vowel.
“She was hiding in that one.” Miss Mae pointed a fragile finger to one
of the tighter alleys that lined the street. Noah tucked the bundle under her
arm, looking both ways, and ducked in.
Noah liked stories about cats. They were always tricky and curious
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and could climb up high where no one could see them. She had heard from
a woman behind her in line at the recycling center that the cats were being
rounded up and exterminated because there were too many. They carried diseases that could infect the people in the nice shopping centers who could afford
new shoes. Let them, the woman had said. It would be better for them to die.
She had repeated the sentiment to Papa, who had hushed her and told
her it wasn’t kind to wish death upon anything. He had looked at the radio in
that moment that sat upon the kitchen counter, before signing, Say that you
understand.
As the alley consumed Noah, the light faded with the noisy cacophony
of the crowds, leaving her in the quiet shadow of the city she called home. Even
so, without the constant buzz of life, she was left listening to the steady hum of
the buildings. It was high-pitched, a ring that emanated from the center of the
city where the rich sat in their tall penthouses.
Some said it streamed through the televisions, that the screens carried
its deafening tune. Others blamed the electric wires themselves. Regardless of
the method of transport, it rang in every citizen’s ears from day to night. Some
called it a lullaby. Daddy had called it a Siren’s song: luring them in and never
planning on letting them go.
A bottle was kicked in front of her, followed by a blur of a creature.
Noah kneeled, picking up the bottle, and looked it over. It would be
worth a penny or two, but she gently tapped it on the ground, letting the noise
drown out the ring momentarily. “Let me see you, pspsps.”
It took a few moments, but a small head peeked around the corner of
a metal trash can to look at her. Noah smiled, doing her best to make herself
seem less imposing as she reached out her hand to offer her scent. The cat
hissed, but made no motion to retreat. The two stared at each other, tucked
away from the bustle of the street in an alley that smelled like garbage and rot.
She knew Papa would be upset that she sat down on the dirty concrete, but it
was for the comfort of the creature.
The cat’s fur stuck straight up from her body. She looked at Noah with
contempt, and it was no wonder why. The soldiers had been hunting the anim
als of the city nonstop in a show of control. There was no mercy in their eyes,

not when they took care of the animals, nor when citizens would disappear.
Noah sometimes felt like hiding away in an alley between the trash cans, trying
to escape the harmful buzz, would be better than letting the men and women
who hunted them down win. Noah had started a journal when she began to
learn how to write, one that now had several volumes filled with the stories
and comments that the people around her made. Daddy and Papa had told her
to be careful because not all of it was true—people lied. Even then, Papa had
whispered that it was the soldiers that lied the most, even if the news prompters
told them to obey loyally.
“C’mon, let’s get out of here,” Noah urged, but the cat refused. She
continued to tap the bottle against the ground, but it didn’t hold the black cat’s
attention. Noah followed her gaze and saw that she was looking at the loaf she
was holding. “I’m not sure that’s healthy for you, but neither is not eating.”
Noah broke a piece off from the end—only enough that her fathers
would believe it to be a mistake that Miss Mae had made—and offered it to
the cat. Slowly, one foot in front of another, she emerged from her hiding spot.
Her fur was dull, but her eyes still held an intelligent gleam. Noah could see
her stomach sagging; Miss Mae was correct to guess that she was a mama cat.
She would have to search the alley to find the kittens and make sure that none
of them were left behind.
The cat was now at her hand, sniffing the food, but refusing to take
it. Noah relented, placing the piece of bread carefully on the concrete and
watching the mama snatch it in a quick motion. She took back off down the
alleyway and Noah followed on quiet footsteps, sneaking around the bags of
garbage left abandoned. The cat clung close to these bags and Noah found herself nearly slipping on one that was spilled on the ground. Finally, they came
across a small box that was tucked between a dumpster and the brick wall of
the building. The cat dropped her bread into the box and meowed, as if urging
for someone to eat. Noah expected there to be a response, but there was nothing save for the usual white noise of the city around her. The mama cried again,
still no response from the box.
Noah stepped forward and flipped the lid open, the cat nipping at her
sleeve but not touching her fingers. Inside, there were three black kittens
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curled up into a ball, unmoving. Even without checking, their stillness felt like
a stabbing pain in the girl’s heart. It was no wonder the mama had been crying
in an alley, looking for help. Her children had been taken away from her.
She sat down next to the box, wanting to help as the mama picked up
the piece of bread and dropped it again, nudging her kittens. Noah’s mother
had died when she was a baby, and she wondered if she had done something
similar as an infant. Though, she supposed, she was too young to understand
what was happening. There would be no way for her to feel that kind of pain.
“I’m sorry,” Noah said to the cat, reaching out her hand once more. This time,
the mama rubbed her face against her hand and Noah cupped her cheek. “You
tried your best. They’re going to try to get you, you know?”
“Stupid bastards living on handouts.”
A voice from the opposite end of the alley startled both Noah and the
cat, pushing them up against the wall.
It belonged to a man with hard boots, walking and talking with a second, their deep voices bouncing off the walls and mingling with the mindless
hum of the city. “Do you think they’ll finally get rid of them for good?”
“Just like the rats and feral animals, the people in these parts are just no
good. Living in garbage.”
Noah found herself clenching her fists. Papa and Daddy always talked
about how the soldiers treated their family and friends, how they looked down
on them for trying to live, trying to thrive in a city that would snuff them out
given a chance.
Noah looked to the mama cat, trembling. She remembered what Papa
had said following a newscast: how the mean men were on the prowl to kill
the innocent creatures. Daddy always told her that there was no room for an
animal in the house and certainly not one that could bring attention to them.
People who cared enough about a weak animal on the streets… what else could
they be showing such grand empathy towards? The mama had already lost so
much... how could she watch as her own life crumbled to nothing in a single
gunshot?
She lifted the cat and threw it into the bag of bottles.
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Daisy Hutter
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Alicia Tebeau-Sherry

I wish you could see me perfecting
(then you would pause)
Before my lips
part like a clam,
before my eyes
focus like a Magic 8,
		
before breath breathes
		
from behind maude curtains,
the porcelain words
are dug, digged, dogged
washing-machine-spiralled,
dusted, dissed, dried,
		and catapulted
		
smack against and just behind my teeth.
In their suspension,
like a clock gear
—no, like a carnival ride
—no, like syncope
—no, like highway-driving
—no, like claustrophobia
they panic.
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In a sigh inwards,
like breaking nails
—no, like ants in a sink
—no, like spiders in a bathtub
—no, like bees in a pool
—no, like a face against sheets
they cling.

Then you speak,
before I push them out.
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Kayla Gray

Free Fly

Digital photography

Elephants, Not Butterflies

Eden Ambrovich

I’m not a hypochondriac, but sometimes I think I feel things that no
one else does. It’s like the pieces that make up the whole have a glitch every
once in a while where my body does things it certainly is not meant to do:
flowers grow in my lungs, TV static buzzes over any conscious thought in
my mind, ice cracks through my bones, and clouds wash over my body in a
moment of freezing condensation that causes my skin to ripple into a wave of
goosebumps.
Most times, however, it’s as if a zoo has broken loose in my system.
There’s a thrashing hum under my skin like the zookeeper just said “fuck it,”
and let the animals have their way. This theory is especially favored because of
how often I feel them twist about my body.
I feel the damn elephants more than anything. They stomp around in
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my stomach unceremoniously, and it’s usually in response to the most ridiculous of situations – like seeing a cute boy a few feet away from me in the stuffy
coffeeshop. People say it’s supposed to be butterflies in there, so why are mine
elephants? I don’t feel the light airiness of their graceful wings beating, or the
tickle of their tiny feet creeping around the lining. I feel the thunder of a stomp
and the turbulent screech of the air exhaling from their trunks. I feel the flap of
their ears and sense them violently herding the minute I make eye-contact with
said boy. This is supposed to be butterflies, so why do I feel the buzz of bees in
my hands and moths in my ears? Or the boa constrictor wrapping around my
throat, the pounding of the antelopes bounding through my heart, and the bite
of a wildcat’s fangs in the thick of my inner-cheek? The whole damn zoo riots
within me the moment I am in his presence. Maybe they’ve come to taunt me
for reading one-too-many hopeless romantic story tropes.
But I can’t help to wonder, where are my butterflies? Where is the
granted simplicity of sweaty palms and the normalcy of nervous jitters? Why
have I been cursed with the clamor of wildlife while the greatest poets have felt
the concise rush of adrenaline that follows deep infatuation, when admired
novelists perfectly encapsulate the feelings of loving one most ardently through
filling pages upon pages describing only their eyes, or while composers create
symphonies when words fail them? Or even when painters dip into every bright
color in their palette, only to elegantly brush breaths of fume-intoxicated
love into the canvas? What does it say about me that I cannot feel the subtlety
of wings, but instead feel the flat thump of a three-ton foot?
Maybe I’m not supposed to feel as they feel. Maybe I was made to
have the zoo inside of me, running around and causing trouble. I’m an average
nineteen-year-old girl, reckless and inelegant. I exist off of iced coffee and ever-changing music tastes. I change the color of my room every few months
to fit my favorite at the time (currently: sage green). I read the same three
books and watch the same three movies over and over again. I still sleep with a
stuffed bear named Paulie, gifted to me by my grandmother thirteen years ago.

I can’t close window-blinds properly. I’m not a brooding Victorian tortured artist (as much as I convince myself I could be the second I finish watching Dead
Poets Society for the umpteenth time), so maybe I’m meant to have the animals
run around inside of me, devastatingly incapacitating me when I most want to
look intriguing to the nameless boy.
But, hey, at least they’re running free and are no longer bound to their
cages. They can run and jump and fly throughout each nerve before peacefully
making their way back to their homes, leaving the door unlocked to repeat the
process all over again the next time I see a smiling boy in a coffee shop. I’m not
a hypochondriac, but maybe I’m okay with feeling things a little differently.
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Mill Town
The apartment with the balcony and the sometimes-fake flowers
that I drive by (past the market & deli, and our town’s only diner, and the new bank)
reminds me of housefires. This is because when I was six or seven
there was a family that lived in another apartment down
by the lake and the one-room library and the scary mill building
with its windows smashed out (it was dynamited around that time)
and this apartment burned
it burned all the way to the ground I think
and so the family came to live in our barn
which we had renovated because my mother’s parents
lived down by the lake too
and their road was Class 4 so it suffered in the winter. I don’t understand
how things like this work, how it works to have a family stay with you
when you don’t know them at all, but I know
that my mother, at some point, as a teen mother, had lived in that same apartment
(the one that burned)
with my oldest sister, who was a small child then. The family
had two daughters and one was blonde and my sister’s age
and the other was a brunette and a teenager, who frightened me.
She once dragged me around on the floor
by the hemmed leg openings of my pants
and she thought it was fun but I did not
because my pants were about to be pulled off.
I realize now that what the father must’ve smelled like was tobacco
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Gracie Clement

but at the time I thought he smelled like sour dirt
and the only tobacco I knew of was my dad’s mom’s Marlboro Golds
and to me those were just the smell of her expensive perfume.
Now this smell of sour dirt, the feeling of lying on a wood floor
fill me with the fear of fire, the fear that has filled me since.
When the family had lived in our barn long enough I suppose
they moved to this apartment with the balcony and the sometimes-fake flowers
and I don’t know what they’re doing, where they are, whether
they think of me and know
that I still see fire whenever I drive past.
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That Thing We Don’t Talk About
Acrylic on canvas with found objects, 52 x 32 in.

Noah Zhou
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Get the Gist

Snag a copy from the English Department in Old Mill, the
library, or our shelf in Brennan’s. Or check out current and
previous issues online at go.uvm.edu/thegist.
Want to get involved? The Gist meets Wednesdays
at 8pm in Lafayette 212!

Submit Your Gist

Want to see your work published? Submit up to four works
for consideration at go.uvm.edu/thegist — we’d love to
review your work! We accept all forms of poetry, prose, and
visual art. If you create it, we’ll publish it!
All works must be titled. Art submissions should detail the
medium. There is a 2,000 word limit for prose and a 150
line limit for poetry.
Any questions? Email us at submissions.gist@gmail.com
Thank you to everyone who contributed. Our success is
impossible without the creative talents of our contributors
who continue to reawaken this journal’s spirit.
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And a special thanks to the English Department of the University of Vermont,
which continues to support this journal when administrators underfund the
liberal arts. The Gist and other UVM publications stand with you.
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